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SUMMARY1
Now that signs signal and warn the endtimes calamity can come at any time,
churches should now with urgency:
1. Train their people, especially their children and youth, with a version of
God’s Whole Counsel to become mature in Christ and to know what will
happen when the Tribulation comes. Train them in depth-breath with much
application and the principles with Christian Faith Doctrines, Christian-Life
Relationship Principles, and God’s Plan for history including the spiritual
warfare and endtimes prophecy.
2. Place all their people into home groups for the training and mutual support
when the endtimes come when the church building doors will be closed by the
government.
3. Work with Child Evangelism Fellowship with great commitment to place
many after school Bible clubs and invite many children and youth into the
Awana and Youth for Christ training programs.
4. Put in provisions such as food, water, supplements, gasoline, battery
operated short and long wave radios, battery lighting, Bibles, and Christian
materials needed in the future (Christian publications will be shut down) to get
through the calamity period.

1. As always, I invite all readers to read the referenced documents (and book) and others on my web site for
understanding and background. They develop the concepts from Scripture. They help us understand God’s Plan
for history, prophecy, why we are here, and what God plans to do with us. They will bring you great blessing.
These documents include: (1) The Greatness of God Must be Central; (2) The Pattern View of Prophecy Shows
Clearly the Rapture Will Come Post-Tribulation and the 1000 Years During Christ’s Second Coming; (3) Scenario
as to How the Endtimes Will Unfold; and (4) The Jewish Situation; and also my book: Watchman Warning. See
especially our May 2006 Newsletter for the trends that are now happening that are leading to world
government and what will happen when it comes. Signs are also shown signally that the endtimes
Tribulation can be imminent.
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5. Give families and loved ones now a way to communicate with you in case
you are moved to a known location or any location.
6. Christian pastors, leaders, and teachers, particularly those well known,
should establish a place of refuge now so they can go there as the calamity
begins. Otherwise they may be arrested and executed. Those people bringing
the calamity and the following world government will make war with the
Christian Church.
7. Our churches do not have an understanding for how most terrible the times
will be when the endtimes calamity comes. It will be the worst in all of history.
The America we know will be torn apart. The infrastructure will break down and
we will be without electricity, food, water, and communications. Many cities
and aqueducts will be blown up and many cities will have the plague.
8. Based on what happened to the Old Testament Jews, most churches will not
make changes and prepare. Their people, including their children and youth,
will be caught blind-sided as the calamity and Tribulation comes.
The Bible does not give declarative instructions to prepare for the endtimes.
But there are wise things to do. And we may not now be adequately training as
we should and as God commands we do.
INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS
Note - Even though this topic has been discussed in other reports, the topic is so important, we
chose to bring more discussion. The situation is vital because signs signal now the

endtimes with calamity and Tribulation can come at any time, such as this year or in
the next few years. Only God knows the time. We need to be alerted and prepared.
World government and the Tribulation are coming soon without warning in a
whirlwind. Your children and grandchildren and my grandchildren will be educated satanically by
the government for world government purposes without Christ and the Bible. Parents will not be
able to do anything about it. We must educate and train them now while we still can in freedom.
Later (soon) this freedom will be taken from us.
Benefits - Understanding the situation, we encourage you to be prepared both spiritually and
provisionally for a most serious endtimes calamity if you are not already doing it. You are
especially encouraged to ensure you are maturing your people, especially your children and youth,
in Christ in relationship living. We should do this now while we still can before the Tribulation
comes. In our view, you should do this regardless of your prophetic views. God commands us to
mature our people. We must prepare even if we believe in a Pre-Tribulation Rapture. We do not
want to leave our people to be caught blind sided and unprepared even if we are right or wrong
about our going through the emdtimes Tribulation. Everyone should know what will happen when
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the Tribulation comes. Leaving our families unprepared and untrained is unthinkable,
especially when we were warned and did not take the time to accomplish them. What will

you think when you see your children, grandchildren, and youth being
educated satanically by the state? This is what happened to Old Testament Israel, and
it most likely will come again in the endtimes because Revelation’s endtimes unfold in a
similar sequence as to what happened to the Old Testament Jews.
Hosea 4:6 - My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected
knowledge, I also will reject you from being My priest. Since you have forgotten the law of your
God, I also will forget your children.
Deuteronomy 28:32, 41 - "Your sons and your daughters shall be given to another people,
while your eyes shall look on and yearn for them continually; but there shall be nothing you can do.
... "You shall have sons and daughters but they shall not be yours, for they shall go into
captivity.
Ezekiel 5:17 - 'Moreover, I will send on you famine and wild beasts, and they will bereave you of
children; plague and bloodshed also will pass through you, and I will bring the sword on you. I, the
Lord, have spoken.' "

GOD’S PURPOSE FOR HIS CHURCH AND OUR SPIRITUAL ENVIRONMENT
God’s Purpose and Objective: God’s objective for His Church is that she now, but especially in
eternity, know and relate to Him in His breadth-depth, living according to His perfect truth in
holiness and righteousness in sacrificial love and by faith resulting living in close fellowship with
Him and each other forever. We would live a life glorifying Him, living out what He directs for
thinking and action. As a result He would direct all things, and He would be God all in all. There will
be no sin. We will enjoy Him and each other forever. He will forever be our God where He works
all things together for good such that we become, have, and do what He wants living in perfect
environment of His great glory.
God’s Method For Allowing Us to Fulfill His Purpose: In order to live as God requires, we need
a mature spiritual ability in Christ-likeness in relationship living, including living by faith in God to
act according to His promises and by sacrificial love for Him and each other. God’s purpose for our
being upon the earth is to gain this spiritual ability. The Bible does not directly teach

either way, but the biblical data implies that the spiritual ability we have at
death, we may and probably will have forever in eternity. Thus, we should pay
careful attention to His command to pursue spiritual maturity. Apart from
knowing and relating to God, there is nothing. He may use our spiritual abilities after
death in a different way than we can know now. With more spiritual ability, we can know more of
Him in His depth-breadth. All high-skill ability requires training in a testing environment. Gaining
spiritual ability is no different.
The Testing Environment of Spiritual Warfare: God established a spiritual warfare between
Christ and Satan to provide the testing environment. The warfare is used in the method that God
chose to terminate human history. The objectives of the warfare are established such that God’s
elect actually believe and actually accomplish all of God’s chosen work. Christ’s objective is to have
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all the elect believe and accomplish all of God’s chosen work as He does all things directed by the
Father as a source. Satan, on the other hand, works to prevent some of God’s elect from believing
and to prevent some of God’s work from being accomplished. Neither Christ nor Satan initially know
who the elect are or the works they will do. In the warfare, the concept of the world (the world
system in which we live), flesh (our depraved natures), and the devil (Satan) brings testings and
influences us to do wrong and from doing God’s will. God draws people to Himself. As they come
and believe in Christ’s Cross, they receive new divine natures that do not sin. Christ leads the
believer through this divine nature by the Holy Spirit to do God’s will. Much of Satan’s work is to
deceive the church in doing inadequate ministries and establishing situations that help bring his will.
The Church’s Job or Purpose is to Fulfill God’s Method of Maturing the Church: The Church’s
key job is to train the Church to reach this mature high-skill spiritual ability in Christ-likeness in
relationship living to the degree she understands. Mature Christians will do Christ’s work and will
become less deceived by Satan. She is to train her people with a version of God’s Whole Counsel
in the principles of relationship living, accomplishing ministry, with academic, application, and onthe-job training. Testimonies are to be used.
The Church’s Method for Accomplishing God’s Method and Purpose of Maturing the Church:
The Church’s method for maturing her people is to train them in breadth-depth academically and
in practice in Bible principles to: (1) worship, glorify, obey, please, and honor God; (2) live a godly
live in relationship living patterned after the Father’s walk with the Son in unity by sacrificially love,
and faith. (3) help accomplish God’s work of evangelism, discipleship to maturity, planting
churches, building godly families, and reaching out to help the needy; and (4) learn and stand
strong on the basic Christian-faith doctrines such that are found in many church doctrinal
statements.
Number four should include detailed training in the spiritual warfare with Satan’s strategies and
endtimes prophecy as to how it unfolds and what will happen. Churches should require and have
access to a written curriculum (can be held by teachers) in order to accomplish this training. The
training should be composed of both academic and application training - life and ministry training
principles emphasis, with Bible content, not one of mainly Bible content. Because the endtimes can
come at any time, I propose the following as a minimum curriculum. Additional training can be
added afterward, if we have more time. This curriculum is: (1) Christian-Faith Doctrines; (2)
Christian-Life Relationship Principles (Includes (1), (2) and (3) above); and (3) God’s Plan for
History that includes the spiritual warfare and endtimes prophecy. With more time, study the
Gospels in Harmony and selected New Testament books.
(As a church leader, what training and experiences have you gone through to allow you to have the
spiritual maturity in Christ you now have? Are you providing this training for your church?)
A good church vision and objective statement might read:
1. Every believer worshiping and glorifying God; every believer knowing and relating to God
toward His fullest in His depth-breadth.
2. Every believer standing strong in Christ knowing the doctrines of the Christian faith.
3. Every believer discipled to become mature in Christ likeness in relationship living with
high-skill spiritual ability. - a life patterned after Christ’s walk with the Father.
4. Every believer helping to evangelize our entire local area as well as foreign areas, disciple
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converts to maturity in Christ-likeness, plant churches, build godly families, and reach out
to the needy.
5. Every marriage and family walking in unity, living godly, and being involved in ministry.
WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL CHURCH BEFORE GOD
A church that is training in depth-breadth using God’s Whole Counsel and has the above
characteristics or is working to have these characteristics can be a successful church. A
church that does not have these characteristics, even though increasing in great numbers, may not
be successful in God’s eyes. What are God’s purposes for the church? What is the reason people
are coming and attending? Are they coming to hear God’s Word to become mature in Christ, learn
to live more godly, so they can know God and Christ more or just for the experience of feeling good,
being entertained, and doing their duty. We need to be clear here. Just becoming a Christian and
having spiritual growth, however important and needed, is not God’s overall objective. His objective
is to bring people to maturity in Christ-likeness so they can know and relate to Him toward His
fullest in eternity. Apart from this, there is nothing. A church is not just to have a church service, a
good sermon, a Sunday School, and Christian fellowship. These are needed but they are more
method than objective. We need to train in depth-breadth with much application to mature people
and involve people in ministry. Not to do so is being irresponsible and subject to God’s judgement
and discipline.

THOUGHTS, FACTORS, AND STRATEGIES INVOLVED IN OUR TRAINING
AND IN THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH WE LIVE
Important Factors - What we do depends upon our doctrine and belief structure. What we do
should be based on what God has commanded. Key things He has commanded are that we mature
our people in Christ, build godly families, and train people for the ministry. If we were doing these
things, we would be ready for what is coming. But the truth of the matter is we are not for the main
part doing these with a sense of excellence and sufficient completeness. We are doing mich less
as we have a seeker friendly emphasis in our churches. Now we have the emerging church.
Our churches today have lost sight of God’s extreme Greatness. If we had a commitment to
His Greatness, we would search the scriptures with diligence and great commitment to
determine all the things He wants us to do and become. We would implement them with
commitment and excellence and to the scope and intent for how He wants things done. Our
churches are not doing this. We are talking here about worship, life, and ministry mostly.
Our churches are doing good things, this is without question. But they are going partly their
own way, even bringing the world into the churches. They are not adequately maturing their
people and doing local area wide evangelism. They are giving more priority to new people
than taking care of their own. Our Lord spent more of his time with those who were
following Him than with the crowds. Are we not doing the opposite?2
People have written that America is operating as if the Christian Church does not exist. The Church has
but little influence on the current direction of America. This is true even though many are working for

2. Would a father be giving obedience to God if he was spending most of his time evangelizing and reaching new
people outside his family and not training his own family? You know my answer. What are our churches doing?
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reform. God will change America only if the Church has repentance and revival beginning with
Church leadership.
If we believe in a Pre-Tribulation Rapture and/or understand that we can die early in the Tribulation, we
must determine whether only salvation (Justification) is important, or that both salvation and maturing
in Christ are essential. Is our maturity fixed at death forever? If it is, we should we not be maturing our
people at high priority? God commands us to pursue this maturity (Hebrews 6:1), so we have no option
but to do so. And doing God’s work, we glorify Him. We glorify Him when we so all things that come
from Him, not what comes from us as a source.
Churches are operating such that mainly salvation (Justification) in Christ with some Christian growth
are mainly what is essential. We are training mostly at the first-level training without in-depth-breadth
needed to mature our people. We are organizing to reach new, particularly young, people in Christ
without also working to mature our own gung ho and faithful people. We are not seeing that mature
people are more apt to be in ministry so that God’s work can be accomplished when God will be greatly
glorified. Thus, we are not outcome and eternally oriented in our ministries. Thus, we work for some
Christian growth and doing some evangelism. But we do not work to mature our people at the
higher skill levels or attempt to evangelize our entire local areas as commanded.
This results in the sins of omission of not evangelizing our entire local areas and maturing our people.
Churches in many areas are not even trying to evangelize their local areas. Other sins, in our view,
include immorality, sinful divorce, false tongues speaking, and using the world’s rock music (however,
believers interpret the situation of music differently). Our churches are falling away from required and
desired obedience to God. (Under the right circumstances, there is acceptable divorce and remarriage
after divorce even though God does not desire it. E.g. God divorced Israel and is now marrying the
Church.)
God has established an endtimes sequence to terminate history patterned after the ones He had with
Old Testament Israel. W hen in the sequence, the rules of engagement are different then when in cyclic
history. Israel was a most favored nation to God in her time. In these endtimes, the United States is the
most favored nation. The rules in the sequence are that when God’s people obey, God greatly blesses
the nation. God has greatly blessed the United States more than any other nation in history including
more than Israel and England. When the godly leadership falls away, the church people follow. This is
followed by the rest of the people in the nation turning to sin. The sin in the United States is now greatly
increasing. This is because Church leadership is falling away followed by the Church people. According
to the sequence, when this sin increases, God brings warning and finally a world empire against the
nation and places the nation in the bondage of divine discipline. This divine discipline in our endtimes
is the Tribulation. Church leadership followed by the Church people are responsible for its coming.
Thus, the Church will go through the Tribulation.
(The detailed development of this sequence is in my book Watchman Warning.)
Now that warning signs signal the Tribulation can come at any time, what should the churches now do?
How should they mature their people, do evangelism, and prepare for the most serious calamity of all
times? How should they train their people. We should mature our people in Christ with a sense of
urgency and put in some provisions to get through the calamity. We should recognize that if we stand
strong in the persecution of the Tribulation, we can gain more maturity by which we can know and relate
to God in more of His depth-breath in eternity. Those obedient persecuted Christians in foreign lands,
who may know less of the Bible than we should, can be gaining more maturity than we will have, who
know more of God’s Word but are doing less with it. The problem we are facing that with only first-level
training, if that, our church people will most likely fall away from the faith without standing strong when
the endtimes persecution comes. This helps Satan’s plan.
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The problem is that our churches, by their actions, do not understand Satan’s strategies, do not
understand Bible prophecy, how most terrible the endtimes calamity will be, and especially do
not understand the vital importance of becoming mature in Christ for the sale of eternity. They
do not understand and appreciate God’s Greatness. In different words, dumbing down training
is a symptom of the cause of not knowing Satan’s strategies, the need to live by God’s
Greatness, and God’s most important plan of maturing people in Christ so they can know and
relate to Him throughout eternity. It is a symptom of relating to the here and now, without
concern for the eternal of relating to God. God has commanded us to pursue maturity, not just work
for spiritual growth, and to evangelize our entire local areas, not just do some evangelism. Do they now
have the commitment and know how? Do they have curriculums? What curriculum does your church
have? How many water baptisms has your church had in the past three years of new converts from
outside of your church family that would indicate your church is doing evangelism? Is not working to
mature one’s people and do area-wide local evangelism sins of omission? They are commanded by
God.
Churches Are Operating Without Awareness - The Churches are operating as if the current times
in America will exist forever or long term. They will not. The churches do not recognize the signs
that now signal the Tribulation can come at any time. We can know that the disciplinary Tribulation
can be coming at any time because the current signs and conditions match those or are similar to those
that were in Old Testament Israel just before Babylon invaded. Only God knows the time.
Churches do not realize that their sin is the main cause of the Tribulation coming. They do not see that
their going mostly to first-level teaching and using the world’s music is eternally hurting their people.
Thus, those churches not preparing their people spiritually and provisionally will be caught
blind sided and unprepared. Many will die. Israel did not respond to the watchman and her
people were caught blind sided. Our churches, not responding, will be caught the same way.
Will you and your Church be caught? We need much prayer here.
Satan’s Strategies - Satan’s strategies, based on the above, include: (1) have churches act to work
all things together for good themselves, instead of having God do it, by using the world’s methods and
not pursuing in the Bible all that God wants done; (2) have same sex marriages and abortion so that the
elect might not be born (and to increase sin of those involved); (3) have churches dumb down their
training and use the world’s rock music so that believers will not become mature, (4) have believers not
do God’s work of sufficient evangelism and discipleship, (5) have believers fall away from the faith under
persecution, not knowing what is happening when the Tribulation comes, (6) have immorality and wrong
divorce to increase the sin; and (7) have churches use false tongues to give believers a false sense of
spiritual power and knowledge so they will not become mature and will take Satan’s direction via dreams
etc.
(No one has spoken in biblical tongues after the first century AD and the only dreams from God are in
the Bible. If they are not in the Bible, one cannot determine whether they are of God or of Satan.
Tongues, always foreign languages, were used directly after Pentecost to inform the Jews that the Joel
prophecy was now being fulfilled. That is, the Gospel and Holy Spirit are now going to all the people of
the earth, no longer only to the Jews. The exclusive Jewish period is now over. Tongues were a special
gift for that period. They have nothing to do with spiritual maturity, spiritual power, the baptism of the
Holy Spirit, and the filling of the Holy Spirit.)
Satan implements conditions or methods (Anti-thesis) that take things or conditions from the way they
are (Thesis) to the way he wants them to be (Synthesis). For example, when God allows him, he will
bring a calamity as a method (Antithesis) that will take us from ordered independent national
governments (Thesis) to a one world government (Synthesis) over which he and his man will rule.
Another example is the 911 crisis. He brought the crisis (Anti-Thesis) for one reason so that where it
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was required to gain a court order to investigate people (Thesis) to now where a court order is no longer
needed (Synthesis). This was determined by observation.
Pay attention here. Satan’s strategy now is to dumb down people as is now happening in our churches
and public schools so that in the Tribulation he will indoctrinate people with world government and one
world religion and people will not have the discernment to figure out what is happening. They will accept
it or at least go along with it. Under the persecution, Christians with little spiritual backbone will fall away
and the rest can be martyred. Then, later and afterward, in the Mark-of-the-Beast period he will force
people to believe his way or die by not being able to buy or sell in the market place and will martyr
Christians. Churches, today, in the seeker-friendly movement that are teaching mainly first level training
are implementing satanic strategy. These churches, although doing many good things, are
becoming immature with a loss of biblical intellect and their knowledge of the Bible is
plateauing. They are not preparing their people with sufficient spiritual maturity so they can
know God in His depth-breadth in eternity. This is a most terrible eternal mistake. And
additionally, church people not in ministry will not send as much spiritual wealth on ahead and
will not receive as many heavenly rewards that God wants to give. They also will not glorify God
as much as they otherwise would and could.
WHAT THE CHURCH SHOULD DO NOW IN LIGHT OF GOD’S REQUIREMENTS
AND THE TRIBULATION BEING IMMINENT THAT WE WILL EXPERIENCE
What the Church should do now is what God has always required of His Church. But she should
do this now with a sense of urgency because the signs indicate the endtimes can come at any time that
will truncate our training times that we have now in freedom.
A strategic plan might be to prepare for the worst (Revelation’s calamity) that can come at any
time, have a plan to get through the calamity, double and triple our efforts now in the ministry,
and live and work as if the present times can continue long term without anxiety. This strategy
allows us to be prepared for when the calamity might come and we are carrying out the ministry
as we should for all time periods. But not to be spiritually and provisionally-wise prepared is
unthinkable. Not to have our children and youth prepared is unthinkable and irresponsible. Our
churches are now acting somewhat irresponsibly, even though they are doing many good things
with many good results.
While we still can, we should train our people, especially our children and youth, to become
mature in Christ and be involved in ministry. We should do this with a sense of urgency, even
if we get 10 more years of freedom. We should place all our people into small home groups for
training, and mutual support, and for the day when our church buildings will be confiscated and
closed. We should put in some provisions including food, water, gasoline, battery operated
radio, battery lighting, Bibles, and Christian materials to get through the weeks of calamity and
beyond. We must learn how not to get the plague and cure it. Otherwise we can die. We should
know and plan on all Christian publications will be shut down.
We should train with at least: Christian-Faith Doctrine, Christian-Life Relationship Principles
including ministry training, the Plan of God for History with the Spiritual Warfare and Endtimes
Prophecy, the Harmony of the Gospels. Selected NT Bible books, and the Voice of the Martyr’s
materials for what the underground church should and should not do in and out of prison
should be included. We should place many after School Bible clubs working with Child
Evangelism Fellowship and invite many children and youth to our Awana and Youth for Christ,
etc., programs.
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The problem now, perhaps for a long time, is that the Church has not sought out sufficient of God’s
objective for the Church and its need. She has not sought out how the Church is to fulfill God’s objective.
Thus, she has in many ways gone her own way, believing wrongly she is adequately fulfilling God’s
objective. She has gone to mainly first-level training, instead of in-depth and in-breadth training. As a
result now, few know God’s Word in any depth and breadth and can teach it that way. As explained, this
is implementing key satanic strategy.
The only thing that matters is that we become Christians and them mature in Christ so we can know and
relate to our only and infinite perfect God in His depth-breadth and life according to His perfect truth.
Apart from this, there is nothing.
Phillippians 3:8-11 More than that, I count all things to be loss in view of the surpassing value of knowing
Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them but rubbish in
order that I may gain Christ, and may be found in Him, not having a righteousness of my own derived
from the Law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which comes from God on the
basis of faith, that I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection and the fellowship of His
sufferings, being conformed to His death; in order that I may attain to the resurrection from the dead.
1 John 2:3 And by this we know that we have come to know Him, if we keep His commandments.
God’s job to the Church is that she mature her people in Christ at the highest skill levels she
understands so that with this maturity, she can know and relate to God in His depth-breadth. She is to
work with the gung ho and the very faithful, her own people, with higher priority and with more time than
with the watchers. She is to encourage the watchers to become part of the gung ho and faithful. If she
does not take care of her own, she is worse than an infidel, an unbeliever.
Ephesians 4:11-13 And He gave some as apostles, and some as prophets, and some as evangelists,
and some as pastors and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of service, to the building
up of the body of Christ; until we all attain to the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of
God, to a mature man, to the measure of the stature which belongs to the fulness of Christ.
Colossians 1:28 And we proclaim Him, admonishing every man and teaching every man with all wisdom,
that we may present every man complete in Christ.
Hebrews 6:1 Therefore leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ, let us press on to maturity,
not laying again a foundation of repentance from dead works and of faith toward God,
1 Timothy 5:8 But if anyone does not provide for his own, and especially for those of his
household, he has denied the faith, and is worse than an unbeliever.
The Church is to train her people to become mature in Christ by training her academically, with
applications, and experimentally with class room and on-the-job training. The training with academics
and application should include four aspects (as stated previously):
1. Worship God by praising, obeying, glorifying, pleasing, and honoring God in all aspects of live.
2. Live a godly life in head-subordinate relationships patterned after the Father’s walk with the Son in
unity, living by sacrificial love, faith, and in hilliness.
3. Help accomplish God’s work of evangelism, discipleship to maturity, planting churched, building godly
families, and reaching out to the needy.
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4. Learning and standing strong on the basic doctrines of the Christian faith.
All of the above is to train the believer to trust God to work all things together for good (Romans 8:28)
such that we become, have, and do what God, not what ourselves, want apart from what God wants.
This allows God to be God over our lives. We live that every thought for direction and action comes from
God. We are admonished to walk as our Lord Jesus walked (1John 2:6). He walked without taking any
independent initiative doing only what came from the Father as a source (John 5:19). Thus, He could
say, he who has seen Me has see the Father, because He from Himself was doing nothing John 14:611). We are to live the same way. We are to be taught to live this way. Will we do it?
Disclaimer
This report presents our view of the Bible and what God intends for us. You are invited to study on your
own to reach your own conclusions and pray for what God would have you do. We cannot be
responsible for what you do or do not do. We have attempted to point the pathway to have God’s
intended best and, in our view, share for how the endtimes will come. This report is meant to come
along side and bring added value. None of us have complete information.
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